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A cryostat has been constructed for the determination of the 

latent heat of evaporation of liquid heMw-4 from 1.8°K to the critical 

point. It has not yet proved possible to stabilise the cryostat 

behaviour sufficiently and thermal oscillations of the type reported 

by Tacoais are strongly suspected as being the source of the difficulty. 

Modiflcatioan that were carried out in the design of the equipment to

improv® its behaviour were limited in their success so tiiat two con-
A

elusions were reached. Firstly, a separate investigation of the problem 

of Tacoais resonate® is aeceas&ry befox’e reliable results can be 

obtained, Secondly, the existing cryostat could in the meantime readily 

be converted to other cryogenic uses.
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CHAPTER X

The first reported measurement of the latent heat of evaporation 

of liquid helium (isotopic mss 4) at different temperature® was by 

Sana and Kaaorlingh Onnes in 1926 (fief, 1), Their method involved noting 

the rate of fall of the liquid-vapour interface in a glass calorimeter 

when power was supplied to a heater in the body of the liquid. Despite 

the relative simplicity of the method they obtained a well-defined

curve showing a maximum at 5°K and tending to sere at the critical point
■ ■ • o . .. . „... ... .... „■ | sr-

ature of the previously discovered liquid density maximum. Their 

suggestion that there might be a discontinuous behaviour associated with 

the liquid at 2.2°h was not further pursued at the time with the result 

that the existence of the Imbda-traaaition remained unappreciated.

In 1952 Sertaan and Poulter (Ref. 2) outlined a method they had 

used to carry out latent heat determinations with much improved accuracy. 

It consisted of thermally isolating a mail calorimeter containing 

liquid helium, and finding the latent heat from the mass of gas evolved 

when a known amount of heat was supplied.

Using a slightly modified apparatus Qeraan and Mate (Kef, 5) 

carried out a more extensive Investigation of the problem and obtained 

results fro® 2,2 to 5.l8oK. Again considerable scatter showed up in

the region of the laabda-transiti'on} also their values exhibited
&

deviations of the order of 1% about the smoothed curve through the®, 

a value much in excess of the predicted experimental error,

if,
1
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It was with the intention of reducing this uncertainty in latent 

heat values and clarifying the nature of the ’’latent heat versus temper

ature” curve in the vicinity of, and below, 2.2°K that the present pro- 

grajiiiae was undertaken.

A cryostat closely resembling that of the latter two groups was 

constructed. The experimental procedure involved condensing a few 

cubic centimetres of liquid helium into a previously cooled calorimeter, 

anchored at helium temperatures by a bath of liquid, and then- monitoring 

the amount of gas evolved from the calorimeter for known heat inputs on 

a constant-pressure burette. Corrections for background heat-leaks must, 

of course, be applied in such circumstances.

A theoretical discussion of the usefulness of latent heat values

in clarification of some of the problems of liquid helium is given next, 

followed by a description of the apparatus and experiment® carried out.

The quantity measured in these experiments is the apparent latent 

heat of evaporation, L , which is related to the true latent heat, L, by 

the relation (Kef, 4):

IMH «• a. «ntu« «r th. „.«■ xJMW*
respectively. Hie correction factor because some of the
vapour replaces the liquid evaporated and therefore the apparent boil-off

of gas io correspondingly reduce^.
I'

Since evaporation is an example of a first order phase transition 

the Clausius-Clapeyron equation say be applied, i.e.

(25
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where T is the temperature at which vaporization occurs under pressure,

Xw either I, oryOy may be eliminated fro® equations (1) and (2) 

to give the relations (Sef. 5)*

0)

Tdg wL « L - — tPt, p

Consideration of equation (5) shows that if be measured

accurately then using the values of T and the slope of the vapour pressure 

curve, both of which are well known, it ir a„,aioie to deter-neyO , the 

saturated vapour density. On the other hand if yO^ is known accurately, 

better delineation of the vapour pressure curve would be feasible,

Recent work of ddwards Chef. 6) is pertinent to this argument. Using 

an optical cryostat he has determined the molar polarisability of satur

ated helium vapour over the range 1,8 to ^.2°K and has found it is con

stant within experisentul error C<1.: ; the weighted r.ean egroee

with the room temperature value to within 0.1$. This involved using 

the known values ofy0> in the Lorents-Xorens equations

(5)

where n is the refractive index of the vapour 

M is the molecular weight of helium

N a is the molar polarisability of the vapour
- i ‘

If it is concluded that the polarisability is indeed accurately 

constant then by reversal of the argwaent.yO^ value® say be found to 

greater accuracy than before, xith accurate values of O at hand it is

http:ight;.ed
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possible to examine the ’’vapour pressure versus temperature" curve for 

small discrepancies and so to calculate any small corrections necessary 

to the helium vapour-pressure temperature seal®.

Also it would be possible to correlate the experimentally deter- 

-I;:?*’, values pv ’<1^ varied ox melon flew of the equatlmi of 

state for saturated vapour, via:

p¥y « Hf ( 1 + * + ~Sj + ,.., (6)

where ¥ (» sr“) U tb» r ocfic v Maw ©f ’he eatuwted v& ©w» H 1v [•*■*
thereby determine the coefficients 3, C, ..... etc* Knowledge of these 

enables a check to be made on the interatomic potential for which 

various forms have been postulated (lef. ?, 8, 9, 10).

A further matter of interest that can be settled immediately by 

a latent heat determination is the behaviour of the quantity itself at

the laabda point. If helium in the liquid state shows a temporary sharp 

increase in its specific heat at about 2.2°K and if it is assumed that 

there is no such anomalous behaviour associated with the vapour, then 

a corresponding decrease can be expected in the latent heat for trans

itions between the two states in this region, This is iraplicit in the 

relation (^ef. 11):

1 - I “ ®LI« - C»AP <«

where . and Cy.^ are the specific heats of the liquid and vapour

phases at temperature T under the saturation vapour pressure. The very
. -

first determination (lief, 1) of the curve ML versus T*1 showed scatter 

indicative of an angular point at 2.2°K but as yet there are no results 

available to define the behaviour unambiguously (8ef. 12, 15, lM.
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An expression for the latent heat, 1, say be derived theoretically

as follows.

Vaporisation takes place ieotherraally and isobarically and can be 

conceived of as occurring reversibly. Hence during such a process the 

Gibbs function of the system remains constant. We have:

G. e G 
& V (8)

where G^ and G^ are the Gibbs free energies of the liquid and vapour 

respectively.

But, G « U f pV *TS « r + pV C9)

where U ie the internal energy, p pressure, V volume, T absolute temper

ature, S entropy and F Helmholtz function of the system.

So cSG » - Sd2 + Vdp CIO)

dF « - SdT - pdV (11)

Integrating (10) along the saturation curve we obtain for the 

liquid phase,
f T TP

(12)
fT rp

>4 * - 3/T *
J n J c»0 *»0

At T « 0, pV» 0 and * 0 so

a4 • uoz - j: (13)

For co-existing phaaes S^, V „ and p are functions of T only, and

since * i.

r ,•=r «
Jo Jo

then G^ is also a function of T only.
a

'• p*!'

(14)
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Sines G « F + pV it is convenient in the cane of the vapour to 

calculate F and then add on pVy whore

pVy . ifr[l . (15)

Integrating (11) from psi dyne cm”2, T » 1®K, ensures that the 
3eorrespondl&g S*® volume 8 css is large enough for the behaviour to be

ideal in the range from 1°K to 5.2°K. So the integration is carried out

at constant volume, it, from 1°K to T°K and at constant temperature from

’/ « 8 to V. on the saturation curve*V T
f f rf.

Fv • Flv ’ lx VT J 2'^v UG)

i.e. Fv . Uly • G1t - ♦ Glv . P Cy e

J1

I
fy
r (^ * avv U?)

For an ideal monatomic gas Cy * 8 and "it • "ov + I 8 eo we

have:
■« x X X

Fv “ U0v *2 3 ” Slv ~ T3lv “ 2 ® T * siv + 2 ® ” 2 8 * “f

x i«£L it «. wJLA*F A I Tt «* 77 ** |

The last two terms are negligible since 8 is large and they will

be omitted in subsequent development.

How, using this expression for the delm’nolta free energy, the 
> >.

Gibbs energy of the vapossr phane is seen to be » ■

6y - * >Vv » * SK? 11 v J
- 2 RT in T - RT In ~ ~a h I vv 2va

*
» UCv + I S3* - T3lv (19)
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But, iZ£ Is T - 8? In ~ « 2T Ik ? - KB In ~

therefore,

Gv ’ UOv + 2 * 23lv *i8TlaT + s**»P- , P^y twXn 2?

This say be rewritten in a raore concise notation as

G « U * HT (In + In ~ - -*~r + 1)v Ov p HT Vv 2V|

where i » - 4 +
Slv
8

?

(20)

(22)

(25)

If the vapour were an ideal gas obeying the law pV^ ® $S then

devolopwat as above would yield

r ® o, - &. • ts + s„ + v lv lv v lv SC - M RJa

(21)

- D0V * i S - Slv - “lv jaTinT^.jar-

(25)

j1 °».B

{- * h

Using relation (20);
5 pVv 5

Gv “ U0v ~ TSlv - + (26)

pv.
and here In -~?r » 0 since p¥y « KB. Comparison of equations (21) and 

(2fe) shown t.;.fc the non~i:.cni ity correction which we eball «! eta by € * 

is

<2?>
Now from equations (8), (1?) and {(22) we have

Lo ’ uov - °ae • m{in (£Z )+ e + i) - I 3/T + I V^dp
** **0 Jo

(28)

i*
fi'" -<
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This is an expression for the latent heat of evaporation at absolute 

aero ia teres of other thermodynamic quantities. It has been predicted 

that the latent heat curve as a function of tenrperutur© should become 

linear below about 1,$°K so that if points are obtained,say, down to 

1.0°K then extrapolation to 0°K would perait a check on the above expreaoion

with a larger pumping system such a procedure would in principle be
~ ; 1 X.

possible with the present apparatus. In the limit as the temperature 

tends to zero the value of the apparent latent heat tends to 1(. as my 

be se«n by reference to equation (4).

The general expression for the latent heat at different temperatures 

is given byJ
L.T(3v-3p.l{-(^ (29)

»v

But from Cl8)» _

I' * D-, ♦ v ©v

Therefor©

(30)

CM)

(32)
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Subtracting equation (28):

L « LQ + | RT - f1 •/» ♦ p - " f} * f {= - i f} - P v a o»»
Jo v Jo

This is now a general expression for the latent heat of evaporation at 

different temperatures.

As well as in this context, the value of L is important in the 

expression that aay be derived for vapour pressure by reorganising 

equation (28), via. '

lnP«i.^ + jinT.€-X ( f dedT - I v c.)
Jo Jo

(55)

DUHKAfff

To summarise then, a determination of the latent heat cf evaporation 

of liquid helium is important for toe following purposes:

a) Accurate delineation of the vapour pressure curve with speciali
regard to fluctuations in its slope over small temperature inter

vals, say of the order of a millidegree, to be used for correcting 

any small discrepancies found in the vapour-pressure temperature

scale.

b) Determination of the vapour density and the consequent check on 

the virial coefficients of the equation of state,

c) Investigation of the behaviour of th® latent heat in the region 

of the lambda point (*>*2.2°K) as a guide to elucidation of the 

lambda transition mechanism.v

d) It would constitute a source of experimental information on the 

value of L^, the latent heat at absolute zero, a ubiquitous 

quantity in the therraodynamica of liquid helium.
0 <,
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ATI-ASAOTS

Proposals for a latent heat cryostat were made by K. C. hoeder 

(Ref. 15) iu an earlier thesis. These were critically examined and 

some alterations, the raoet drastic of which was aimed at making the 

calorimeter more accessible, wore thought advisable. Since several 

modifications were made to the apparatus initially constructed, the 

description that follows is not accurate in detail except in reference 

to the early experiments. later, the modifications and the underlying 

motives for them are dealt with in the order in which they arose.

The min components of the cryostat a© shown in Figure 1 were 

a liquid air bath, vacuum jacket, helium bath and calorimeter. The 

helium under Investigation wan put in the calorimeter and the reminder 

of the cryostat provided thermal insulation from room temperature®. 

Insulation dystes

Imling first with this insulation system it will be seen that 

the glass dowar, which was slit-silvered, had a bulbous reservoir to 

minimise the rate of level fall as the liquid air boiled off. It was 

held in position by two clamped **O”-bracea so that it could readily be 

re.wved when desired. The brass plate near the top of the apparatus as 

well acting as a cover for the dewar also constituted the support for

the remainder of the cryostat, Shree bolts held the plate to a dexion
> 1

frame, an arrangement giving suspension that was both rigid and adjust

able.

10 ,
1
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ret to figure i

A Helium Bath Return Lin©

B Transfer Siphon

C Float Indicator Housing

0 Slit-Silvered Dewar

E Liquid Air Bath - *\

F Helium Can ,

G Helium Bath

H Radiation Shield

J Electric Leans Tube

K Electric Leads

L Vacuum Pumping line

K Calorimeter Evaporation Line

M Radiation Baffles

0 Simon Thermometer Capillary

P Heat Exchanger

Q Thermometer Bulb

R Styrofoam Float

S ’’Spare'* Tube

T Calorimeter

U Heater

. *.- I
J \



ORIGINAL CRYOSTAT

FIGURE I
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A second smaller brass plat© acted similarly as a top for the 

main vacuum jacket which was made from 3" I.D. copper pipe with a 

machined brass bottom, fee vacuum seal was accomplished with an indius 

wire "O”-ring between brass flanges tightened together with six screws. 

This proved to be a neat joint from the point of view of dismantlement

and reassembly as well as giving very little vacuum leak trouble.
1 ‘\

For the helium can, 2 1/2” 0,U. copper pipe was used and the base 

was made small enough that the cylinder formin, the walls could be put 

in place or removed by sliding it over the base. Both base and top of 

the can were machined copper. A cylindrical copper radiation shield for 

protecting the calorimeter from liquid air temperature radiation was 

secured to the can with food’s metal. One part of the shield remained 

permanently attached to the ©an while the lower part could be removed 

during inspection of the calorimeter. Electrical leads to the calorimeter 

entered through the permanent upper jArt where a short bent length of 

copper tube was soldered to the islet aperture to prevent radiation 

entering: the aperture also ensured evacuation of the space inside the 

radiation shield together with the vacuum jacket.

Since the various pipes in the cryostat are shown in Figure 1, 

only additional remarks on them will be given here with the sole exception 

of the calorimeter evaporation line which is treated in detail later. 

Firstly, it was decided that the vacuum-jacketed transfer siphon should

be permanently fitted and have facility for re-evacuating provided by
. i,

direct connection to the high vaeuwa system. A separate bath return 

line was then necessary. The advantage of a permanent transfer siphon 

is that the process of transfer ia simplified since the helium storage

' I’’
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dewar need only be raised up into position rather than to mine consider

able distance above its final location and then lowered again, an 

c-acmeranee if a heavy vessel is used. From the float indicator tube 

a branch tube was connected to a manometer » that the pressure reading 

was that of a static column in preference to monitoring the pressure 

via the return line in which there are inevitably some pressure gradients

Radiation shields consisting of blackened sheet copper were 

fastened over the apertures of the leads tube and evacuation pipe at the 

top of the vacuum jacket, Helium gas filled the jiaon thermometer bulb 

to a pressure of 1 atmosphere when at room temperature and a vacuum 

gauge connected to it by & capillary was used to observe the cool-down 

of the helium cm during transfer of liquid to the cryostat.

Ab a general rule german silver, a low thermal conductivity alloy 

of copper, zinc and nickel, was used -.-r tube© reaching into the interior 

of the cryostat to minimise heat leaks by conduction. Stainless steel 

has an even lower conductivity but it was not used because it often 

creates vacuum leak problems at solder joints which do not contract as 

much as the tubes on cooling. In regions where bends were needed in the 

tubes or intimate thermal contact was required, copper proved more suit

able as the working material.

Sorae of the permanent joints were made with hard solder (a.p. 

*-*700o0)» «©si or .* were one with .-oft r»1 or (30OeG) Md for these 

that wore to be frequentlysundone and reassembled Wood’s setal was used. 

This latter is a low-melting-point (?0°G) alloy (Bi 50$, Pb 25,:, Sn 12.5>, 

Cd 12.5#) which was considered especially suitable for securing the 

helium can walls in place without heat injury to the styrofoam float

inside.

' »*• i* *
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As is general in such heliura systems the significant leaks are those due 

to tube conduction and radiation from surfaces at higher temperature®. 

Beat exchange between the effluent cold gas and the pipes and the con

sequent reduction in apparent thermal conductivity were neglected so 

that the eutimted lifetime for the bath of heliura was expected to be 

rather lev. The total calculated heat leak was 0.11 watts. Assuming 

the latent heat cf evaporation to be 85 Joules/taole (Ref. 1), a leak of 

1 watt gives a boil-off of 13?0 cc of liquid per hour so tb»'’boil«off 

from the bath should hare been 150 cc per hour and time available between 

transfers 4 1/2 hours.

Calorimeter System

The calorimeter system a® shorn in Figure 2 consisted of th© 

calorimeter itself, th® evaporation line within the cryostat proper, a

pressure-condensation system and a constant-pressure gas burette.
, ,,, / '

To minimise heat flow up the calorimeter walls into the gas 

rather than across a kapitao temperature jump into the liquid, half

inch diameter gersan silver tubing wae used for the walls of the 

calorimeter} the base was of copper and the exit tube fitted into a 

brass buying at the top. Calculation showed that for & temperature 

difference, <~T, of 0.1°K between bath and calorimeter the heat leak down 

4 ct.; of 0,15'* gersan silver tubing would be **6 x ic“u watts while other 

leaks such a® gas conduction and radiation would be comparatively neg

ligible. A boil-off from the calorimeter of 0.10 cc of gas per sin at
« »,

R.T.i. could therefore be anticipated: with electrical leads attached 

an additional 0.05 cc per min due to conduction and Joule heating would

result.
1

1
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a Helium Bath

bb Radiation Baffles

c Vacuum Jacket

d Asbestos-Insulated Copper Pipe

e Pressure Gauge

f Coastant»Pre3 ;ure Burette j

g Mercury Reservoir

h Needle Valve

i Bolenoid Valve

j Differential Manometer

k Isothermal Pressure-Reference Bulb

f
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The evaporation pipe was of lA” copper through the helium can 

to ensure good thermal anchoring. Just above the helium can there was 

a radiation baffle assembly (at 4°K) consisting of four copper vanes 

embedded in a copper bowsing. From here, germa, silver tubing formed 

the linkage to the outside of the vacuus jacket where a second baffle

arrangement (at So°K) was located as shown is Figure 1, There was a
r 1 \fundamental difference in the structure of the two baffle systems.

Ideally it would seem best to have the vanes sloping *• upwards” so that 

they might have maximum efficiency in trapping radiation funnelling down 

the pipe. This procedure was followed for the construction of the upper 

'baffle but was not permissible for the lower one. Such a structure in 

the latter case would have allowed pocket® of helium liquid to collect 

in the 4°K baffle and these could subsequently have boiled off because 

of heat leaks, ouch as radiation, to the baffle and as a result produce 

a spurious calorimeter boil-off, To counteract this possibility the 

vanes were installed in a ’’dowawards-slojsing” fashion so that some 

efficiency was apparently sacrificed. Early experiments however showed 

that the 'baffles were adequate,

German silver tubing was used also from the upper radiation 

shield, at liquid air temperature, to the room temperature region. Here 

it was vacuum jacketed so that along the uhole extent of the boil-off 

line frets helium teafaraturea to room temperature there was a temperature 

distribution that did not vary with liquid air level or other transient 

influences. If a variation of tempemtxire distribution along the 

evaporation pipe were to occur during the eours® of an experiment there 

would be consequent expansions or contractions of the gae, leading to

inaccuracies in the monitored boil-off and hence errors in the latent* I e •

heat determinations.

■ ' ■ ■
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The pressure-condensation reservoir (1400 cc) was joined to the

calorimeter evaporation line through a valve; there were alternative

connections from the reservoir, one to the main bath return line for

release of overpressures and another to provide a source of pressurized

gas suitable for use during transfer.

Two manometers, one containing mercury and the other butyl \
phthallate, were incorporated into the system. To monitor low tempera

tures where pressures of less than 1 c® of mercury are measured it was 

convenient to have the less dense oil for amplifying the liquid level 

differences. On each occasion the oil must be standardised against 

mercury since oil density varies considerably with temperature.

The constant-pressure burette arrangement consisted of a 

differential manometer with a reference pressure enclosed in an isothermal 

bulb (immersed in a water bath) and a precision bore tube with variable 

mercury level. Two terminals in the differential manometer “raade" and 

’’broke” a solenoid valve circuit according as the pressure in the burette 

side of the manometer was higher or lower than that in the reference bulb 

respectively. The solenoid valve permitted air-pressure release from 

the mercury reservoir at the bottom of the burette and thus allowed the 

mercury level In the burette to fall. Pressure constancy to within ? mm 

of oil was obtained in the burette. That is, the pressure in the 

calorimeter varied by & 0.2 is® Hg which at 4.2°K corresponds to tempera

ture constancy within & G,Q003°R. hven smaller variations could have
> >.been achieved if needed, by locking the solenoid in the open position 

and manually regulating the needle valve in series with it so as to give 

a steady rate of mercury fall in the burette, Pipelines to 20 Ib/sq in 

compressed air, to atmospheric pressure, and to the vacuum fore pump
4
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provided the necessary sources of pressure for regulating the mercury 

level under all conditions of calorimeter temperature.

Another feature of the evaporation system was the heat exchanger 

between itself and the return line of the main helium bath. During 

condensation into the calorimeter at the beginning of an experiment the 

bath boil-off rate increases considerably. From pressure-temnerature-

enthnlpy plots Clef. 16) the following table may be compiled:
■ 1 \

Initially

Finally

Pressure"Tf5.

2

2

1

"Tsta-i >©raturo'" VfT
12a
295 

90

b

36© 

14©

7

So if it is assumed that the incoming gas is cooled to liquidi
air temperatures before reaching the helium bath then the enthalphy 

change provided by the bath, t«, is

<41 » 153 cal/ffs » 2250 Jouleo/rnol©#«
whereas if all the cooling is done by the bath we have 

ill s 353 cal/ga - 5916 Joules/mole

Assuming that the latent heat of evaporation is 85 Joulee/mcle the ratio 

of liquid boiled off from the bath to that eondansed in the calorimeter 

would be 30:1 and 70:1 in the two circumstances respectively. It is

her© that the advantage of the hspt exchanger becomes evident since it
- 1 ’

allows transfer of hoot to the vaporized helium in addition to the latent 

heat of evaporation and so conserves the liquid in the bath. Hence the

conversion ratio was expected to be better than suggested above.
if . :



HEATER CIRCUIT
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. „c.

Calorlsioter Jester

The heater circuit is shown in Figure 3. The heater itself was 

of lAofl/ffc copel wire I ■ *.-• •=. . ■. v.dlue of (KM *• 1- KltMl

on a copper former la the baa® of the calorimeter and secured with an 

epoxy resin (STYCAST 2651). The surface of the copper exposed to the 

helium was roughened to provide more intimate contact with, and therefore 

better heat transfer to, the liquid in the calorimeter. Various methods 

of introducing the leads to the vacuus jacket were tried until the best 

was found to be with a Kovar multiple feed-through terminal housed as 

shown in Figure 3. Wood*a metal was used for the final seal to minimise 

the chances of heat damage to the teflon insulation of the leads. German 

silver wires 0.01“ in diameter were used for the voltage leads and 0.005“ 

diameter copper for the current leads, from the vacuum seal at room 

temperature right. to the calorimeter.

Potentiometer readings to * 1 pV were available and the timer,

(an A. W. Baydon clock, model io. K 15120), was accurate to 0.01 see so 

for a total heating time of 1C® sec and voltages of 1 volt, 0.01>) 

accuracy was obtainable.

Auxiliary Oompoaentg

Brief remarks on the high-vacuum system, helium bath return line, 

and transfer dewar, will complete the description of the experimental 

set-up,

A mercury diffusion pump in aeries with a mechanical pump 

consistently gave a pressure of C’.Ol p Hg or less in the main vacuum 

jacket. This was tbs reading recorded on a McLeod gauge. When corrected 
for thermomolecul&r pressure effects in the pumping tube the pressure was

. •* .0,-
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therefore 0,005 p Hg or better in the epace between the vacuum jacket 

wallo and the helium bath and about 0.001 ? Hg within the radiation 

shield round the calorimeter, evacuation of the thermal insulation

vacuum jacket round the central evaporation pip® acid the vacuus jacket 

on the transfer siphon was also effected through the ciain system. Soth 

were permanently connected to it with stopcock cut-offs for isolation.

The helium return line was of 1/2” copper pipe with a glass 

Cartesian diver for maaostatting at the desired pressure and>® flowmeter 

to monitor the boll-off rate. A 50 litre/min rotary purap produced 

helium temperatures down to l,8°Xj this pump could be bypassed when not 

in use as show is Figure

The transport dew&r was a twin double-walled slit-silvered glass 

assembly, the outer vessel being filled with liquid air and the inner 

on© holding 2 litres of liquid helium. Styrofoam was used both here and 

in the transfer siphon vacuum jacket as spacer sine® it has a low thermal 

conductivity and is @u;;y to work yet withstands thermal cycling without 

structural injury.

t I,I

1



CHATTY III

A. tDTblhb t-F A miCAX, rk, bdlM. H^AL IO

a^.g£g^so
A® a preliminary io eveiy ra the wain vacuum space was pumped 

on for at least 24 hours to remove vapours from the system, Sometimes 

the vacuum jackets round the transfer siphon and central evaporation 

pipe were checked and re-evacuated as necessary.
Immediately before initial cool-down the helium system was 

evacuated and flushed a few times with cylinder helium and then filled 

to atmospheric pressure. Often the calorimeter section was evacuated 

through the high-vacuusa line to remove blockage-forrainp; impurities or 

check its leak-tightness.

Qocl-uown cf cryostat to Liquid Air rfc.perature

To accomplish this, helium exchange gas to a pressure of about#■ ■'■
50 ji Hg was introduced into the vacuum jacket end the outer dew&r was 

filled with liquid air. Generally about 1 hour was required to reach 

equilibrium, during which time helium gas has to be supplied to ther* ' ;
system from a cylinder to maintain the pressure at 1 atsooephere. It 

was considered inadvisable to allow the helium pressure to fall below 

atmospheric pressure unnecessarily as this would result in air getting 

into the system through any mall leaks that sight have remained

undetected.

At the same time as the ma|n system cooled the transport dewar
- I ‘

was prepared. This involved filling the outer dewar with liquid air 

and then putting helium gas into the inner one.

20
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Before transfer th© exchange gas was urnped out of the vacuus 

jacket and the calorimeter system closed off to prevent condensation

there,

transfer

No real difficulties were encountered her© though it wag necessary 

to transfer 4 litres of liquid to be perfectly sure that the bath, had an 

adequate amount la it for a 5 hour run, There did seem to be'’soae'tendency 

for oscillations of the liquid helium lewis in the coupled vessels, i.e, 

transport dewar and cryostat hath, and it was found difficult to fill the 

bath beyond about th® 5/4-full level. Different overpressures applied 

to the liquid in the transport dewar did not appreciably altar these 

effects,

C<aaden»ing-ln

After transfer, Helium gas at elevated pressures wae fed to the 

caloriiseter where it condeneed to few. liquid. Decrease in pressure in 

the 1400 co condensation reservoir and increased bath boil-off acted as 

complementary monitoring devices.

To obtain data, the main bath pressure was fixed with the 

Cartesian manoetat and the calorimeter pressure was set in the reference 

oulb of th© differential manometer at a lower value corresponding to a 

temperature difference of about 0,01°K, Background boil-off was then 

recorded with the readings of burette level versus time. Seating periods 

were timed and current and voltagd measured, To recharge the burette, 

the calorimeter was closed off and some helium gas from the burette 

system wae removed through the high-vacuum line. When sufficient had

. . ' 7 ' ...........
1
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been withdrawn the calorimeter vas again opened to the burette, nearly 

for another run. In this way there was no contamination of the calo

rimeter helium*

Close-Down

If the experiment was terminated before the helium had all boiled 

off, special care had to be taken to ensure that an escape existed for 

the evaporating liquid. Carro-up of the apparatus could be expedited by 

recsoval of the liquid air bath and introduction of a few microns exchange 

gas into the vacuum jacket.

B. .

Under this title will be discussed the experiments that were carried 

out, the results of those, and consequent apparatus modification.

The early runs were devoted to elimination of structural defects 

and other deficiencies in the apparatus until the performance of the 

equipment approximated the anticipated behaviour. It soon became clear 

that the background boil-off froe the calorimeter with no heater input 

wan much in excess of the 0.1 cc of gas per minute at K.T.P. that had 

been calculated (vide p. lM. Different possible source® of the thermal 

leak to the calorimeter were investigated in turn and will now be

discussed.

first the possibility of residual exchange gas within the radiation

shield which might carry heat from the warmer shield to the calorimeter

was inspected. Calculations showed that pumping for a few seconds should 
» »,reduce the pressure to the value required for insulation but in order to

8>

check till® another pumping pipe was installed in the shield and a bent

1
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tube fitted to cut off entrant radiation. After pmpiag through thia 

for one hour before transfer it was found that there was no significant 

change in the background.

doth lacquer (Pl'GO Wo. 1,254 LACQOffi) and Wood’s metal were 

used in turn to anchor the radiation shield in thermal contact with the

aain bath without apparent difference in the heat leak. If heat radiated 

from the 80®fc vacuus jacket to the 4°K shield were not conducted away 

quickly enough through the shield to the helium bath the temperature of 

the shield would rise and result in perhaps an appreciable heat leak to 

the calorimeter by re-radiation. That there was no sensible difference 

in the heat leak when different fixatives were used to secure the shield 

to the bath suggested radiation was not a major contributory factor to 

the unexplained boat leak.

Vacuum troubles occurred frequently at this'stage in development 

with the result that food’s snetal was replaced by soft solder where 

possible. This proved to be a considerably more workable arrangement.

The helium can walla were soft soldered on so it was no longer possible 

to retain the low-raelting-point styrofoam float but by this time 

sufficient experience had been gained in the transfer idiosyncrasies of 

the apparatus to render the float unnecessary,

A second cylindrical copper radiation shield co-axial with the 

first was then installed and both were secured to the can with soft 

colder which was also used in the assembly of the two parts of the inner 

shield. At this stage, furthersore, it was found convenient to intro-
ft i.

duce the electrical heater leads to the calorimeter space through a 

different aperture, In the initial construction of the apparatus a

• '■ ■="' "
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second spare tube had been inserted through the helium can from the main 

vacuus jacket to the c&loriraefcer space within the radiation shield, 

parallel to the central evaporation pipe. 2hic was lined with teflon 

•’spaghetti” to provide el@ctri.cal insulation and the leads were then 

threaded through, She leads were theranlly anchored at 4®K by wrapping 

th» round the «U toll- ton. toc,u.r to. to.d to ttot« thto to fin.
' ■ ' X

tissue paper which in turn was lacquered to the can. In this way the 

leads were electrically insulated yet in good thermal contact'with the 

4°K bath, Complianc® with the conflicting electrical and thermal 

requirements provided a considerable problem in the early experiments.

After these nodificatioaa experiments were carried out to

investigate the buck,'.round heat leak* with a teaperature difference of

'-'V. . ■■■■ calorl , Ur It «M fNNl that the

rate without using the beater wjis 12 cc/sdn initially, decreaoing

steadily during the evolution of the first 100 oc to 9 ec/win, both

rates measured at approximately atmospheric pressure. About one hour

later the calorimeter was act at a tar,i; erasure just below that of the

Mil («M, ■ '• 9 loil-off was NMMMWie ' M f

it was found to be such better than the desired value of 0.1 aet/ain. An

attempt wan mde to ^ake a latent heat determination by switching on

the heater Cat this stage an Ul«-3radl«y carbon composition resistor

as shown in Figure 6 Co)) for a fixed time and then watching the subsequent

return of the boil-off to the original background conditions. After 
. i.

heating there was a sudden increase in the '’no-heater1’ value of boil-off»
before it had significantly re-approached its final asymptotic value.

It was noteworthy that the new high value was 9 cc/sin which was similar

4,

- i*
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to that encountered in the earlier observations. So although the latent 

heat determination was not eueceoaful, some clue was given as to the 

source of trouble. It was variable in character and therefore leaks by 

radiation and solid conduction which would be expected to be constant 

could not easily be invoked in explanation. Another possibility, 

variation in the quality of the vacuum, could be eliminated on the 

grounds that no indication of any dump,® was detected os the McLeod or 

Pirani gauges* in any ease an air leak would be unlikely to'Teach the 

calorimeter space in gaseous fora. More plausible was the theory that 

the variable heat leak arotse through ao&e dynamic mechanism in the

helium Itself in the calcriseter.

dad superheating of the helium liquid occurred there would have 

been a resultant high boil-off rate when the instability was disturbed 

but the effect would have bees temporary. So this wehanlfM ©an be

eliminated since no such transience was noted, budden ebullition

©specially if accompanied by '•bumping'* sight, on the other hand, act 

as a trigger for the esechanisa that is discussed below.

faconis (2ef. 1?) in 1949 sacs© mention of thermal oscillations

in low tmperetur® equipment. He pointed out that in an apporatue such

as the one described here it would be possible for the gas travelling up

the evaporation pipe to create compressions at the top of the tube. Also,

in this region the gas undergoes eoneiderable thermal expansion. If, then,

the two compression effects were out of phase, oscillations could be 
♦ I ,

sustained. The present writer is of the opinion that the presence of a 

liquid reservoir at the lower end way lead to a further sustaining 

influence, via. periodically enhanced evaporation of p;as from the liqiiid 

surface. Such ®wporatie» laereanes do occur and have been widely reported

- »*>• h
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(vide Ref. 3, 1?» 18) but whether or not they actually contribute to the 

oscillation mechanism is uncertain, idwards and oodaury (Ref. 19) have 

detected oscillations in helium systems even in the absence of liquid 

and at pressures of one-tenth the saturation vapour pressure so liquid 

is by no means essential to the propagation of Taconis resonances,

II, A, Kramers in 19^9 decided from a theoretical investigation
i'\

of the topic («ef. 20) that '

* Ithough ..... owing to the t« per&ture variation > 
there may be a wAed tendency towards a negative 
damping of the vibrations it appears that in many 
cases this effect does not suffice to account for 
the observed instability. Its explanation has 
perhaps to be sought in the non-linear effects 
occurring in vibrations with finite amplitudes.*

These conclusions are valid for oscillations in ’’wide” tubes.

For "narrow" tubes D. ter Kaar (Ref. 21) developed a theoretical argu

ment giving results in qualitative agreement with some experimentally 

determined quantities. In this context "wide ’’ and "narrow" refer to 

diameters of more than about 0,6 co and less than about 0.1 era respectively 

Unfortunately the transition region between these limiting values is 

rather complicated and seemingly has net yet yielded to theoretical 

analysis, Squally unfortunate is the requirement that the evaporation 

pipe fros the calorimeter of the latent heat cryostat should have 

diametric measurements within thia difficult region so that attempts at 

extinction of the resonance must be along empirical lines.

It should be pointed out here that no direct exinrimcntal evidence 

of the oscillations was obtained - 'they could not be seen on the butyl
ft

phthallate manometer but sine© this contained some IOC cc of liquid the 

inertia of the column was too groat to reveal them in any case. Neither

was there any audible signal from the apparatus.■ ' * > *

’ I*
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Ao a step towards elirainatin,; the suspected oscillations the

evaporation pipe was narrowed in the helium bath region before the next 

experiment. Capillary copper tubing 20 eta long and 0,0§ cm in internal 

diameter was substituted for the lA" copper tubing previously used. A 

calculation showed that the pressure drop along this capillary would not 

lead to errors significant within the accuracy required, The results of 

this change were encouraging! background boil-off was reduced to 2 cc 

of gM - or minute, la thi e . ei sent e er Lw d Mm t)M d <’< r

both current and voltage leads so to see if they were effective thermal 

conductors another series of rune was carried out after they had been 

disconnected between the liquid air anchor and the 4eK region, The 

boil-off was now 0.7 cc/ain. Some improvement had therefore been 

effected. Turning off the rotary pump and water supply to the diffusion 

pump (after the main vacuum jacket had been sealed by closing the stop

cock) did not influence the value so that heat leaks from mechanical 

vibration encountered by some experimenters in the raillide ree region

were not contributory. Topping up the liquid air level in the outside 

dew showed up as a barely perceptible lateral displacement in the 

"burette reading versus time" plot as uhown in Figure 5. This is to be 

expected from gas contraction, If the slope of the curve had been 

perraanently changed then radiation down the evaporation pipe itself 

would have been suspected but this was not so. When the puap and water 

were off, a solid aluminum rod was held against the evaporation pipe.

3y listening at the other end it das hoped that audiofrequency vibrations 

might be heard. The bubbling of liquid air drowned out anything else and 

when the bath was temporarily removed leaving only the vacuum jacket as 

insulation nothing whatever could be detected aurally.

http:4\ld:ioi"!'equen.cy
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A® a further measure to damp poseible oscillation® two modifica

tions were made to the cryostat. Sine® it was conceivable that Taconio 

oscillations were originating in the tubes to the train bath and were 

being transduced to the c&loritneter system across the thera-il coupling 

afforded by the walls of the evaporation pipe itself, it seemed advisable

to fit a damper on the helium reservoir, Thia took the few of a length 
>\

of 3” copper pipe of about 1100 cc volume fastened to the return line at 

the top of the cryostat. Such “dead spaces** have been used iq other 

cryostats with effect (Hef. 22). In addition, a spiral of germa silver 

capillary tubing, 0.C4" 0,D. and 28 cm long, was substituted in the 

evaporation pipe between the calorimeter and bath to act as a direct 

inhibitor of resonance is the line. For this experiment both radiation 

shields were fitted round the calorimeter and the electrical leads were 

severed at the top of the vacuum jacket, The results obtained appeared 

at first most satisfactory, The boil-off free, the helium bath wan at a 

very low level and the calorimeter boil-off was in the region of 0.06cc/sain 

to 0,08 ce/giia for &T w 0.03 a. 3© the desired thermal insulation had 

apparently been achieved.

Leads of german silver ware then installed, The thermal conduc

tivity of 0.012° diameter wires (28 gauge) was low enough and Joule 

heating sufficiently small for the insulation requirements, In general 

these two conditions lead to conflict because of the Wledemm^raaa-

wrens Law,

No background boil-off or5response from the heater was obtained 

after apparent;,-, .-..-.•ndenaiag in about 1 cc of 1 • ....S. , ■ ■ ■ ■•Louted

to blockage ia the spiral, A complete check on the apparatus was carried 

out. The leads were found to be intact and by drilling a small hole in
'-5 . * ;

d
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th® wall of the calorimeter and applying an overpressure from th® top of 

the evaporation pipe it was established that no solder or other mechanical 

blockage® had occurred. The hole in th® calorimeter was useful subse

quently for occasional checks on the evaporation system and could readily 

be sealed with a snail patch of german silver sheeting 0,01" thick, soft 

soldered in place.
- ■

Another experiment again resulted in no heater response. At the 

tiae it waa thought that th® difficulty arose because of the spiral 

capillary so it was replaced by a straight length of 0.15” tubing a® in 

the original apparatus to see if the dead space alone was reononaible for 

the good background achieved in the earlier run. Boll-off•« of from 

2 cc/ tin to h' cc/ain were witnc.jreP, . - , i ,, t . ; for 5 1/2

hours which was comparable to other runs so it then seesed that nothing 

untoward was happening in the bath and that the oscillations were 

apparently being propagated in the colorimeter system itself. An attempt 

at a latent heat determination resulted in a value some &>,/ above th® 

generally accepted one. On disassembly it was found that the heater

' - - < sd in epoxy resin th< eo .■;? x no

longer securely heldf hence th© high value. A new heater winding technique

was developed with a aanganin wire heater wound on the outside of a

solid copper base, as illustrated in Figure 6 (•). A fifty-fifty mixture

of glyptal-acetone was used ae fixative and the new heater was put in a

glass test tube and evacuated on the high vacuus system. Ko separation 
« ».of the wire th® copper former occurred in this test.

*
Two alternative evaporation pipes were inetalled through the 

helium can, a central 0.15” tube and an off-set 0.04” tube, both of 

german silver. To reduce thermal coupling between th© bath and calorimeter
. / ' ! .S
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systems the heat exchanger was moved and the pipes from the two 

systems were joined up separately, The lower radiation baffle had to 

be removed for structural reasons.

An experiment using the capillary centrally-off-set evaporation 

tube failed to give condensation while a later attempt with the 0,15” 

tube gave similar troubles. To prevent radiation travelling down theI \' X
wider tube a lateral stagger of copper tubing **» installed inside the 

can and to damp vacillations a brass rushing with a constriction was 

used just above the calorimeter. Impurity blockage was suspected as

the reason for non-condensation but calculations based on the known

composition of the hellos gas used showed this to be virtually impossible.

Reference was made at this point to the apparatus used by Seraan, 

Foulter end Kate is their work on latent heat and specific heat problems. 

There is was noted the evaporation pipe did not leave the calorimeter at 

the top but at the side. This idea was copied, as in Figure 6 (f), and 

condensation «M I il-cff of cc/min decroaaia; . . U-r 3

hours to 2 cc/min resulted.

A suggestion to use a cotton batten plug (Ref. 23, 19) to damp 

the oscillations was tried. The calorimeter pipe used was a simple 0.15” 

straight tube from the top central position and a boil-off of 5 cc/min 

steady over a period of 3 hours occurred. So in this apparatus it did 

not prove to be a solution of the problem.

At this stage ex-oriraental investigation of the problem

tomiaated.
■ J v

It might be noted that in comparable apparati at Oxford and Leiden

no such formidable difficulties wore encountered. In both these centres

it is customary to use liquid hydrogen rather than liquid air shielding

mailto:epru:"e.t@ly
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round the insulating vacuum jacket, rerhaps a 20°K bain imposes a 

better temperature distribution on the evaporation pipe for damping 

possible oscillations than is the case with a ??°K bath.

>•
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CHAiTuK IV

hialysio of the individual experiments just discussed will show 

that no satisfactory determination of the latent heat of evaporation 

was performed. Much ado has been made of the unexpectedly high back

ground boil-off of gas. Calculations had set an upper value on this of 

0,1 cc at W.'f.i'. without electrical leads connected and 0.15 cc with 

leads installed whereas in most experiments values 10 to 100 times these 

were encountered. The inability to account for such behaviour in itself 

constitutes justification for concern in the mind of an experimenter but 

it would not be possible to conduct latent heat determinations in any 

case with such large background even if the cause were well understood.

In the first place the volume &v„di ale in v. -re&aion bore tube is 

limited since the diameter must be mail enough, say 1 css, to give 

visible raercury level changes for small volume changes and yet it oust 

be long enough to accommodate the background plus heater-induced gas 

boil-off surned over the period of a complete run. Technical difficulties 

limit the length of accurate bore tubes to about 20C os so a small back

ground io imperative, secondly, the calculations of latent heats rely 

on the initial and final background rates being identical to give 

accurately parallel elopes on a graph as otherwise mathematical ambiguity 

arises. The smaller the slope therefore, the less possibility there is 

of error. A typical curve shown ip Figure ? illuntratee these points.

To get final results of 0.3# accuracy boil-off in excess of 0.15 co per 

ainut® at Jf.f.P. is not tolerable.

52
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Why was this value not achieved as predicted? Much evidence 

for elimination of radiation, conduction and convection as the aeehanlaas 

of the heat leak was obtained from the experiments carried out. Varia

tion of the parameters that control these leaks could not he correlated 
with the large background in question, iarticularly notewortiiy was the 

randomness of the heut leak and it was thio aspect which suggested a 

dynamic mechanism within the helium of the calorimeter itself’. Slhce 

Tacoais (thermal) resonance has been known to cause such behayiour it 

was suspected as the source of the trouble. Many structural modifi

cations were carried out in an attempt to damp the oscillations but only 

once did complete success see® to have been ac&ieved* In this case the 

evapor; • • ■ th of fine copper ca-.-illary tubing which

must in retrospect be adjudged a® having been the most effective form of 

damping. However, it seems that since all the evidence for oscillations 

waa circumstantial rather than direct, the difficulty would command such 

attention before a satisfactory solution io found. For example, an 

investigation of the conditions under which oscillations my be sustained 

would be invaluable, i ammeters ouch as temperature distribution, else 

shape and dimensions of cavity, and pressure would all be expected to 

have some influence. it has been the practice in cryogenic laboratories 

in the past to neglect the general problem raised and settle for a 

solution by trial of each case when and if it occurred, Dow that cryo

genics is of such widespread application any progress in this direction 

would be widely appreciated. - 1 •

dome experimental runs were later realised to have been useless 

in so far as condensation had apparently not occurred in the calorimeter. 

Despite overpressures of 2 atmospheres the helium seems resolutely to

' i’
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have regained in a supersaturated ctutc. It was felt at the time that 

th© initial decrease in pressure within the condensation reservoir de

noted condensation into the calorimeter: a sudden refusal to condense

further was not treated as a serious impediment to progress in th® 

experiment. however it now seems that the initial decrease was merely 

gas contraction to a supersaturated state, The extent of the su^er- 

saturation was much greater here than the critical values measured by 

gdwards and aoodbury (8»f. 19) in an investigation of the protletn in 

glass containers. Differences in the shape and Material of super

saturated vapour containers have long been recognised as dominant 

features in determining the critical values so it is felt that no real

conflict of results arises,

Xt lias already been suggested that further investigation of the

latent heat problem with this cryostat should be delayed until a

separate isnalysls has been mad® of oscillation phenomena. However, the

apparatus is quite versatile and c uld conveniently be converted to

other researches at helium temperatures. (‘any experiments that do not

involve gaseous coupling to room temperatures would be feasible. There

i® available in the cryostat within the radiation shield, a voluae of
some 400 cc to which the heat leak is lens thus IO*7 wtts. To introduce

electrical leads and exchange gas facility only relatively minor structural

modifications would be necessary and two types of experiment that soesa 
« i.

possible are specific heat determinations on solid® and an analysis of
ft

the thermal conductivity of helium gas especially in the interesting 

Knudsen region.
■?
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